Abstract. This paper quantifies and maps the effects of coupled physical and biogeochemical variability on diffuse hydrological mass transport through and from catchments. It further develops a scenario analysis approach and investigates its applicability for handling uncertainties about both physical and biogeochemical variability and their different possible cross-correlation. The approach enables identification of conservative assumptions, uncertainty ranges, as well as pollutant/nutrient release locations and situations for which further investigations are most needed in order to reduce the most important uncertainty effects. The present scenario results provide different statistical and geographic distributions of advective travel times for diffuse hydrological mass transport. The geographic mapping can be used to identify potential hotspot areas with large mass loading to downstream surface and coastal waters, as well as their opposite, potential lowest-impact areas within the catchment. Results for alternative travel time distributions show that neglect or underestimation of the physical advection variability, and in particular of those transport pathways with much shorter than average advective solute travel times, can lead to substantial underestimation of pollutant and nutrient loads to downstream surface and coastal waters. This is particularly true for relatively high catchment-characteristic product of average attenuation rate and average advective travel time, for which mass delivery would be near zero under assumed transport homogeneity but can be orders of magnitude higher for variable transport conditions. A scenario of high advection variability, with a significant fraction of relatively short travel times, combined with a relevant average Correspondence to: K. Persson (klas.persson@natgeo.su.se) biogeochemical mass attenuation rate, emerges consistently from the present results as a generally reasonable, conservative assumption for estimating maximum diffuse mass loading, when the prevailing physical and biogeochemical variability and cross-correlation are uncertain.
Introduction
Model estimations of diffuse hydrological mass transport are critical for biogeochemical cycle understanding, and successful and efficient environmental management. In many hydrological catchments with human activities, there are, apart from direct nutrient and pollutant discharges into surface waters, typically also diffuse sources at the land surface and below it, in soil, in mobile and immobile groundwater, and in sediments. Pollutants and excess nutrients that are transported from diffuse sources through the subsurface water system may yield considerable long-term loading to downstream surface and coastal waters (Carpenter et al., 1998; Baresel and Destouni, 2007; Darracq et al., 2008; Basu et al., 2010; Howden et al., 2011) . Catchment-scale water quality modelling and prediction must account for this subsurface transport, even if the main focus is on surface water quality.
However, all models of solute transport through subsurface and surface water subsystems, and whole catchments are inevitably associated with uncertainties. Over the last decades, many successive publications have quantified different types of uncertainty and investigated their implications for the modelling and management of water pollution (e.g. Cvetkovic et al., 1992; Andricevic and Cvetkovic, 1996; Batchelor et al., 1998; Eggleston and Rojstaczer, 2000; Gren et al., 2000; Jarsjö et al., 2005) . Key sources of uncertainty Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union. 3196 K. Persson et al.: Diffuse hydrological mass transport through catchments in the quantification of waterborne mass transport along the hydrological source-pathway-recipient continuum include:
-the spatiotemporal configuration, variability and historic-to-future development and change of driving forces and conditions that determine source inputs, such as human activities, weather, climate and land cover/use conditions (Darracq et al., 2005; Hagemann and Jacob, 2007; Jacob et al., 2007; Edwards and Withers, 2008; Kyselý and Beranová, 2009; Bergknut et al., 2010) -the transport pathways from the sources to the downstream observation points and receiving water environments, and the variability of water flow and mass transport velocities and travel times among and along these pathways (e.g. McGuire et al., 2005; Destouni et al., 2010; Beven, 2010; McDonnell et al., 2010) -the variability of biogeochemical processes and their combination and cross-correlation with the physical mass transport along the different flow and transport pathways (e.g. Malmström et al., 2004 Malmström et al., , 2008 Darracq and Destouni, 2007; Cunningham and Fadel, 2007; Jardine, 2008) -the errors of mass transport measurements implied by the chosen measurement methods and the coverage gaps between the chosen measurement points in time and space (e.g. Hannerz and Destouni, 2006; Beven, 2006; Jarsjö and Bayer-Raich, 2008; Destouni et al., 2008) -the chosen model resolutions and possible neglect of potentially important contributing mass transport processes at different scales (e.g. Lindgren and Destouni, 2004; Refsgaard et al., 2006; Destouni et al., 2006; Ganoulis, 2009 ).
Among all these sources of hydrological mass transport uncertainty, only some can be accounted for by realistic probability assignment and statistical quantification. However, also the remaining, statistically unquantifiable uncertainties need to be accounted for in some way. One way to achieve this is to consider scenarios that capture and bound different possible system characteristics and developments. Recent studies of hydrological pollutant transport have combined probabilistic and scenario uncertainty accounts, and discussed the needs and result implications of such combined approaches for rational guidance of management and abatement of water pollution (Baresel and Destouni, 2007; Persson and Destouni, 2009 ). These studies specifically addressed water pollution from local sources, with to large degree known locations and relatively limited spatial extents (commonly referred to as point sources), for which bounding scenarios of different possible mass transport statistics could be relatively well defined and quantified. However, for pollutant/nutrient/tracer transport from diffuse sources, with continuous or patch-wise spatial distributions over more or less the whole landscape within a catchment area, such statistics are considerably more difficult to obtain (e.g. McDonnell et al., 2010; Darracq et al., 2010a, b) .
In this paper we use and develop a scenario analysis approach to quantify some relevant statistical uncertainty bounds for hydrological mass transport from spatially widespread sources at and below the land surface, through soil and groundwater, to surface and coastal waters within and downstream of a catchment. We formulate and combine different scenarios of variability in physical and biogeochemical mass transport processes at the catchment scale, and quantify and map the scenario-associated transport and delivery of, for instance, tracer, pollutant or excess nutrient mass, from a diffuse source over the entire land area of a catchment to downstream surface or coastal water recipients. We further assess the possible convergence, as well as the divergence and uncertainty among the different scenario results. The hydrologically well-characterised Forsmark catchment in Sweden (e.g. Johansson et al., 2005; SKB, 2008; Werner et al., 2007; ) is used as a specific case study example.
Previous calculations of travel time distributions in the Forsmark catchment example have only considered a scenario of essentially constant K, prevailing along relatively high-conductive, preferential transport pathways through the catchment (Darracq et al., 2010a, b; Destouni et al., 2010) . These calculations are here extended for a second, quite opposite flow and transport scenario, considering large spatial variability in the transport-encountered K. This scenario represents a transport situation, where the flow and transport pathways go through and encounter the full K variability that prevails within a catchment, representing a realistic upper bound for the transport-encountered K variability. The difference between the hydrological mass transport results for the constant and variable K scenarios indicates then the importance of uncertainty about the prevailing K heterogeneity in the catchment.
In addition to and combined with the different scenarios of physical K heterogeneity and resulting advective travel time distributions, we consider here also different scenarios concerning the variability and cross-correlation with K of the biogeochemical rate of pollutant/nutrient mass attenuation (decay or immobilisation by physical, chemical or biological processes) occurring along the mass transport pathways. Natural attenuation depends on subsurface characteristics, such as water flow velocity and mineralogy, which are also directly or indirectly related to hydraulic conductivity (Cunningham and Fadel, 2007; Jardine, 2008) . Regarding bacterial degradation of organic contaminants, for instance, the subsurface permeability affects the availability of ratelimiting electron acceptors and donors, as well as the bacterial transport and community structure. Microbial processes can in turn also influence the permeability (Chapell, 2000) . However, although there may clearly be a relation between attenuation and permeability, it is highly uncertain how and how strongly attenuation rates are correlated with K. Not even the sign of correlation can be determined a priori. The scientific literature contains empirical evidence and theoretical arguments for both negative and positive correlation (Cvetkovic and Shapiro, 1990; Destouni and Cvetkovic, 1991; Cozzarelli et al., 1999; Cunningham and Fadel, 2007; Jardine, 2008 ). An objective of the present study, along with the development of the scenario analysis approach, is therefore to investigate how, and how much hydrological solute mass transport through and from a catchment is affected by the complexity and uncertainty associated with the variability and possible cross-correlation of physical mass transport and biogeochemical mass attenuation.
Materials and methods

The Forsmark catchment example
Forsmark is a sparsely populated, 29.5 km 2 catchment of a Baltic Sea coastal stretch, located about 100 km north of Stockholm, Sweden. The prevailing hydrological conditions in this catchment have been extensively investigated using measured and modelled geographical and hydrological data available at 10 m resolution (e.g. Johansson et al., 2005; Werner et al., 2007; .
The terrain in Forsmark is mildly undulating. Elevations range from 0 to 50 m above sea level (Brydsten and Strömgren, 2004) . Quaternary deposits, predominantly till, cover the gneiss and granite bedrock in most of the area. The depth to the groundwater table is mostly less than 1 m, and there is a strong correlation between small-scale topography and groundwater level. The undulating landscape appears to generate various small recharge areas of local groundwater flow systems (Werner et al., 2007) . The long-term mean annual precipitation is around 560 mm, of which about 25-30 % falls as snow (Johansson andÖhman, 2008) . Infiltration excess overland flow may occur, but only over short distances (SKB, 2008) .
The landscape is characterised by forest, some small agricultural areas and a large number of lakes and wetlands. None of the lakes and wetlands is larger than 1 km 2 , many are smaller than a hectare, but altogether they constitute 19 % of the total catchment area. Some of these lakes and wetlands are connected to each other and to the Baltic Sea by small streams. Others do not have any outlet and thus no surface water connection to the sea. About 10 % of the area drains to stretches of the coast with no surface water outlet. Measurements of stream discharge are available from four gauging stations, but the time series are too short to provide reliable information about the spatial variation of runoff in the area (Johansson andÖhman, 2008) .
Quantification of advective solute travel times for physical heterogeneity scenarios
We quantified groundwater travel times in the Forsmark catchment for two different, quite opposite scenarios of how the saturated hydraulic conductivity K may vary among and along the different pathways of diffuse solute transport in this example catchment area. In Fig. 1 the scenarios are schematically illustrated, and their respective K distributions are shown. In scenario 1 the transport-encountered K is essentially constant, representing transport that largely evades low-K zones and follows primarily preferential pathways through relatively high-K zones. The constant K value is then set to 1.3 m d −1 , which was the uniform mean value suggested by Johansson et al. (2005) for the upper soil layer and for the soil -bedrock interface of Forsmark, based on field permeability testing and generic data. The soil -bedrock interface in this catchment is typically located at a depth of less than 5 m (Johansson, 2008) . In scenario 2, the transportencountered K varies both among and along the transport pathways through the catchment, in accordance with available data on the geographical distribution of different soil types over the catchment and site-specific and generic data of typical K values for the different soil types (Johansson, 2008) . In this scenario, the geometric mean value of Kis 0.71 m d −1 , and the standard deviation of ln K is 1.8. The two scenarios 1 and 2 have thus very different K distributions ( Fig. 1) , which can be expected to bound many alternative representations of K variability in a catchment. Stochastic K fluctuations around the mean local K values (constant in scenario 1 and variable in scenario 2) are not included in the present scenario analysis, for illustrative simplicity and because such fluctuations were found to have a relatively minor impact on the catchment-scale travel time distribution. Persson and Destouni (2009) have also previously investigated the effects of such stochastic fluctuations for transport from point sources in a scenario 1-situation, for which the relative importance of these fluctuations is the greatest.
For the present two scenarios we used the same methodology as described by Darracq et al. (2010a, b) and Destouni et al. (2010) to quantify the distributions of advective solute travel times from a uniform source input over the whole land surface of the Forsmark catchment to the nearest inland or coastal surface water. Specifically, we used high-resolution (10 × 10 m) elevation data to generate raster maps of ground slope and local flow direction (for simplicity, only a single flow direction was considered for each model cell). From these maps, we calculated advective solute travel times from each model cell through the groundwater to the nearest surface water. The total advective solute travel time τ from each model cell location a, along the topographically derived flow and transport pathway, to the nearest downstream surface water at distance x CP , was then calculated from the horizontal cell-to-cell flow path lengths x i of N cells from a to x CP (i.e. x CP = N i=1 x i ) and the estimated local mean advective transport velocities v i along the transport pathway as (1) where I i is the local hydraulic gradient and n i is the local effective porosity. The statistical distribution, and from that also the mean and standard deviation of τ , was obtained by repeating this calculation of the flow paths to x CP and the path-specific τ for all input points a over the entire catchment surface.
For both scenarios, the effective porosity was set to be n = 0.05, as reported by Johansson (2008) . The hydraulic gradient I was set equal to the arithmetic average of the ground slope in all model cells within each one of the subcatchments of a total of 8783 outlets to the surface water network or the sea. Darracq et al. (2010a) have previously investigated the effect of alternative hydraulic gradient scenarios for the Forsmark catchment, and the two resulting travel distributions from the present two K scenarios (shown and discussed further in the Results section below) bound the different travel time distributions resulting from their different I scenarios.
Quantification of mass delivery for physicalbiogeochemical heterogeneity scenarios
Based on the estimated advective travel time distributions for the two different K variability scenarios, we further quantified the total cumulative mass delivery to surface water from all possible pollutant input locations over the whole land surface area in the Forsmark catchment. For an attenuation scenario of constant first-order mass attenuation rate λ, we quantified the delivered mass fraction α from each model cell at location a to the nearest surface water at x CP as
where τ is the advective travel time along the pathway from a to x CP , calculated as described above in Eq. (1). For the K variability scenario 2, we also quantified the advective travel time-related mass delivery α for three different scenarios of variability in local attenuation rate λ and its cross-correlation with local K: (i) λ has perfect positive correlation with K and is quantified as
(ii) λ has perfect negative correlation with K and is quantified as
(iii) λ is an independent, lognormally distributed random variable with log variance quantified from that of K as
where λ g and K g in Eqs.
(3-4) are the geometric mean values of λ and K over the catchment, respectively. For the different λ variability scenarios, the local mass delivery α i from each cell to the first downstream cell was calculated as
and the total α along a transport pathway of N cells from a to x CP as
3 Results and discussion Figure 2 shows the maps and cumulative distributions of the advective solute travel times from every 10 × 10 m model cell in the Forsmark catchment area to the nearest inland or coastal surface water for the two K variability scenarios (Fig. 1) . Travel time statistics for the two scenarios are also summarised in Table 1 . The distributions of advective solute travel times are very different for the two scenarios 1 and 2 (Fig. 2) . Scenario 2 results in the largest spreading of estimated travel times out of all the different travel time distribution scenarios reported by Darracq et al. (2010a, b) for the Forsmark catchment, as well as for another investigated, nearby but much larger catchment in Sweden (the Norrström drainage basin. Those previously reported travel time distributions were calculated for different assumptions of hydraulic gradient variability and of the flow and transport interactions between shallow and deep groundwater along the subsurface pathways to the surface and coastal waters. The travel time distribution for scenario 1 with constant K shows the combined travel time spreading effect of the variability in transport pathway lengths and hydraulic gradients 3 . Total (catchment-average) mass delivery fraction to nearest surface water from all upstream input locations in the Forsmark catchment,ᾱ C , under the assumption of constant λ for the two considered scenarios regarding K variability, and for a calculation approach where the travel time variability around the geometric mean τ g is neglected so thatᾱ C = exp −λτ g . The small inset graph shows in clearer axis log-scale theᾱ C results for large characteristic attenuation products λτ g .
Travel time distributions
among the different transport pathways through the catchment. The travel time distribution for scenario 2 shows the added travel time spreading effect of the full K variability across the catchment, where the flow and transport do not evade this variability by following relatively high-conductive preferential pathways as in scenario 1. Figure 3 shows, for the specific attenuation case of uniform first-order attenuation rate λ, the total, or catchmentaverage, mass delivery fraction,ᾱ C , to the nearest surface water from a uniform mass input over the entire land area in the Forsmark catchment, for a range of different catchmentcharacteristic products λτ g , where τ g is the geometric mean advective travel time to surface water in the catchment. Results are shown for the different travel time distributions of the K variability scenarios 1 and 2, and for comparison also for the common approach in lumped hydrological modelling to just use a single representative (mean) travel time for a whole (sub)catchment (see for instance also discussions about this approach and its effects in and references therein). To represent this lumped approach, where the travel time distribution around τ g is neglected, the total mass delivery fraction to nearest surface water from the diffuse source input over the whole catchment is calculated as
Mass delivery for physical heterogeneity scenarios
Results are shown for normalised attenuation rate λτ g in order to isolate and distinguish general effects of uncertainty about travel time variability around τ g , and to facilitate understanding and comparison of these effects in different catchments with different characteristic τ g . As a complement to this general quantification, Table 2 also shows how the normalised attenuation rate λτ g will differ between different characteristic τ g scenarios for a given estimated mass attenuation rate λ of a specific pollutant of interest. In general, the catchment-average mass deliveryᾱ C estimated with the lumped, single travel time approach in Equation 8 falls more rapidly toward zero as λτ g increases than the mass deliveryᾱ C obtained for all different τ in the catchment from Eq. (2) and the Equation set (6-7) in the variabilityaccounting scenarios 1 and 2, respectively. For λτ g in the order of 1 or greater, larger spreading of travel times around τ g increases the total mass deliveryᾱ C . Scenario 2 then yields the largestᾱ C because it has the largest fraction of transport pathways with advective travel times much shorter than τ g , along which a significant mass fraction can reach the recipient, even for large characteristic attenuation product λτ g . For λτ g smaller than 1, by contrast, larger spreading of travel times around τ g decreases the mass deliveryᾱ C . Scenario 2 then results in the smallestᾱ C because it has the largest fraction of much longer travel times than τ g , where some mass is attenuated even for small λτ g .
For comparison with the investigated λτ g range in Fig. 3 , Table 2 shows examples of some typical orders of magnitude of attenuation rate λ reported in the literature for different organic pollutants, metals and nutrients. Furthermore, Table 2 lists the associated order of magnitude of the catchmentcharacteristic product λτ g in the two K variability scenarios 1 (τ g = 0.73 yr) and 2 (τ g = 6.1 yr). The reported attenuation rates for most substances range over large intervals, because the attenuation processes depend on environmental conditions (such as water flow velocity, microbial activity, and the availability of oxygen and other electron acceptors or donors) that vary within and between sites. In addition, estimates of attenuation rates in the field are based on approximations and simplified assumptions that may introduce considerable 0.14 0.1 1 Cadmium (5) , copper (5) , zinc (5, 6) , phosphorus (7, 10) , nitrogen (10) , benzene (2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 11) , ethylbenzene (2, 3, 9, 11) , toluene (2, 3, 4, 11, 12) , o-xylene (2, 3, 11) , m,p-xylene (2,9,11) , vinyl chloride (2, 8) , trichloroethene (2, 8, 11) , naphthalene (2, 4, 11) , a cenaphthylene (4, 12) , fluoranthene (11)
1 10
Benzene (aer;3,9,11) , toluene (2, 3, 11, 12) , ethylbenzene (2, 3, 12) , m,p,o-xylene (2, 3, 4, 9, 11, 12) , vinyl chloride (2,3) , trichloroethene (2, 3, 11) , naphthalene (2, 12) , acenaphthylene (12) , acenaphthene (12) , anthracene (12) , fluoranthene (4, 12) 14 10 100
Benzene (aer;3,12) , toluene (aer;3,11,12) , ethylbenzene (aer;3) , trichloroethene (aer;3,11) , vinyl chloride (aer;3) 140 100 1000
Benzene (aer;3) , toluene (aer;3,11) , ethylbenzene (aer;3) ≥ 1400 ≥ 1000 ≥ 10000
(1) Sinkkonen and Paasivirta (2000) , (2) Aronson and Howard (1997) , (3) Suarez and Rifai (1999) , 4) Rogers et al. (2002) , (5) Baresel et al. (2006) , (6) Baresel and Destouni (2007) , (7) Destouni et al. (2010) , (8) Mulligan and Yong (2004) , ( errors (Bekins et al., 1998; Suarez and Rifai, 1999; Washington and Cameron, 2001; Mulligan and Yong, 2004) . Nevertheless, Table 2 demonstrates that the investigated λτ g range in this paper is relevant for a wide range of different environmental pollutants and characteristic catchment conditions; the latter because the investigated travel time pdfs bound a wide range of different possible catchment situations regarding advective transport and its associated uncertainties (see comparisons between different scenarios and catchment examples in Darracq et al., 2010a, b) . For the quantification of the waterborne transport of some compounds of interest in a specific (sub)catchment, the range of relevant reported attenuation rates can be narrowed through a more detailed assessment of the prevailing environmental conditions in relation to the ones reported at the sites where attenuation rates of these compounds have been estimated in previous studies. Table 2 further shows that for scenario 2 the catchment-relevant λτ g range for some substances under aerobic attenuation conditions may extend to even greater values than the maximum λτ g = 1000 shown in Fig. 3 . If the prevailing catchmentscale τ variability is neglected or underestimated (Fig. 3) , high-λτ g conditions and resulting underestimation of pollutant deliveryᾱ C may be more likely to occur in the field for these and other substances than low-λτ g conditions withᾱ C overestimation. Fig. 4 . Total (catchment-average) mass delivery fraction to nearest surface water from all upstream input locations in the Forsmark catchment,ᾱ C . Mass deliveryᾱ C results are shown for different assumptions regarding the correlation between K and λ in the K variability scenario 2, relative toᾱ C for the K variability scenario 1 (in which both K and λ are constant). Corresponding maps of local mass delivery α to nearest surface water are shown in Fig. 5 for the four specific result points indicated in this figure.
Mass delivery for physical-biogeochemical heterogeneity scenarios
For the possibility that also λ varies, along with K and τ , Fig. 4 shows for different cases of correlation between λ and K, the resulting catchment-averageᾱ C in scenario 2, relative to that in scenario 1, which has constant Kandλ, and smaller resulting τ variability (Fig. 2) . For λ g τ g < 10, the variable λ cases of negative or no λ-Kcorrelation yield pollutant mass deliveryᾱ C that is smaller than that of positive correlation or no λ variability. The negative λ-K correlation implies that the zones with smaller than average K have larger than average attenuation rate λ, with both factors increasing pollutant attenuation relative to average conditions. In the case of no λ-K correlation, where λ in each model cell is an independent random variable, λ is much greater than average along considerable parts of most transport pathways; this variability manifestation then results in more attenuated mass in total, and thereby smaller mass deliveryᾱ C , compared to the constant λ variability case for a wide range of average λ g τ g conditions. For positive λ-K correlation, the zones with larger than average λ also have larger than average K, so that the λ effect is to increase and the Keffect is to decrease pollutant attenuation; together these opposite effects may balance the resulting attenuation close to average λ and K conditions. Figure 5 shows maps of the local mass delivery fraction α to the nearest surface water from all possible input locations in the Forsmark catchment. Results are shown for some different combinations (as indicated also in Fig. 4 ) of λ g τ g value and correlation between K and λ. Comparison between the maps for lower λ g τ g values shown in Fig. 5c and d specifically enables the identification of the main land areas within the catchment that are responsible for the massdelivery divergence between the different λ variability and K correlation cases. These are the green-coloured areas with mass delivery <0.01 % in the lower-right, negativecorrelation map, which are instead red-coloured with mass delivery >50 % in the lower-left, positive-correlation map. These are also more generally the potential lowest-impact areas in the catchment, i.e. those with the potential smallest relative mass delivery to surface water. The transport pathways from these areas to nearest surface/coastal water may be more or less forced to go through low-conductivity (smaller than average K) zones in possible alternative transport scenarios, which are bounded by the extreme scenarios 1 and 2; with the possible exception of the positive λ-K correlation case, these transport pathways will then have larger mass attenuation than the other transport pathways in the catchment.
Relative to scenario 1, in which K is constant, all the λ variability and correlation cases for scenario 2 yield smaller, or up to about the same, pollutant deliveryᾱ C for λ g τ g < 1 (see Fig. 4 ). As λ g τ g increases, the effects of λ and K variability onᾱ C become opposite to those for low λ g τ g . For larger λ g τ g , more pollutant mass is of course attenuated on the average. Mass delivery to surface and coastal waters becomes insignificant from a growing part of the catchment, and an increasing fraction of the total mass delivery comes from areas with relatively short pathway lengths to nearest surface or coastal water and greater than average hydraulic gradient I and conductivity K. The negative λ-K correlation case yields the largest mass delivery from such high-K areas with particularly short travel times to the recipient. These areas then emerge as potential hotspots for pollutant loading from the catchment; these are the red-coloured areas, with mass delivery > 50% for λ g τ g = 1000 in the negative-correlation case, which are almost entirely greencoloured, with mass delivery <1 % in the positive correlation case (Fig. 5a ). These potential hotspots are responsible for the much higher (up to factor 1000 for λ g τ g = 1000; see result point for map 5a indicated in Fig. 4 ) total mass load into surface/coastal waters for large λ g τ g in scenario 2 than in scenario 1 (and the even greater relative difference between mass load in scenario 2 and that for constant τ and λ, shown in Fig. 3 ). Even though not particularly high in relation to the total mass input (maximumᾱ C = 0.023 for λ g τ g = 1000; Fig. 5a ), a factor 1000 greater pollutant load can shift environmental and health risk assessments, from no risk to large risk, for highly toxic pollutants with environmental limit values at or near detection level.
In general, across the whole λ g τ g range, the high τ variability scenario 2 with constant λ yieldsᾱ C close to the maximum-ᾱ C results associated with either the positive (for λ g τ g < 10) or the negative for λ g τ g > 10 λ-K correlation cases (Fig. 4) . A scenario of high physical τ variability, with a significant fraction of relatively short travel times, combined with a relevant average λ value can thus be considered as a reasonable conservative scenario assumption when field data and information are lacking for more precisely determining actual K-τ variability and λ-K correlation. Furthermore, the advective travel time τ map of a high τ variability scenario may also be directly (i.e. without further attenuation calculations and mass delivery mapping for different λ-Kcorrelation cases) useful for at least an approximate identification of potential hotspot zones for large average λ g τ g (red in Fig. 5a ) and low-impact zones for small average λ g τ g (green in Fig. 5d ). In the present catchment example, these zones are indeed directly identifiable from the τ map for scenario 2: compare the areas with the shortest and the longest travel times in the lower map of Fig. 2 with the red hotspot areas in the Fig. 5a map and the green low-impact areas in the Fig. 5d map, respectively.
Conclusions
We have developed and shown the applicability of a scenario analysis approach to quantify and map the effects of uncertainty about physical and biogeochemical variability, cross-correlation and uncertainty on expected mass loading from diffuse sources. The approach is useful when field data and information is lacking for reliable determination of actual physical and biogeochemical variability and crosscorrelation conditions in a catchment. It enables identification of conservative assumptions, uncertainty ranges, as well as pollutant/nutrient input locations and situations for which further investigations are most needed in order to reduce the uncertainty.
The investigated variability scenarios have provided some relevant statistical distributions, bounding a range of different possible advective travel time statistics for diffuse hydrological mass transport from spatially widespread sources at and below the land surface, through soil and groundwater, to surface and coastal waters. Furthermore, the combined physical (advective) transport scenarios and mass attenuation cases in this study bound a wide range of different catchment conditions and types of pollutants and nutrients that may be accidentally, occasionally or continuously released from diffuse sources, as a result of current and/or historic human activities and remaining pollution legacies.
The results show that neglect or underestimation of the physical variability in subsurface hydraulic properties, and in particular of those transport pathways with much shorter than average advective solute travel times, can lead to substantial underestimation of pollutant and nutrient loading to downstream surface and coastal waters. This is particularly true for relatively high catchment-characteristic product (λ g τ g > 10) of average attenuation rate and average advective travel time, for which mass delivery would be near zero under assumed transport homogeneity but can be orders of magnitude higher for variable transport conditions.
The study results further show that a scenario of high physical advection variability, with a significant fraction of relatively short travel times (here scenario 2), combined with a relevant average biogeochemical attenuation rate, may be a generally reasonable, conservative assumption for estimating maximum diffuse mass loading when the prevailing physical and biogeochemical variability and cross-correlation are uncertain. A conservative travel time distribution can for instance be constructed by combining the shape of the statistical distribution of travel times obtained for a scenario of high physical advection variability around catchment-average advection conditions, with some estimated, relatively short mean advective travel time obtained for a transport scenario with dominant, relatively fast preferential pathways, as in the present scenario 1.
As done here for scenario 2, scenarios of large relative travel time spreading can consider the finest resolved available catchment data on topography and soil variability, which can be further translated into hydraulic conductivity and hydraulic gradient patterns, respectively. These patterns together with transport pathway distances to nearest surface water (estimated from topography, land cover and soil data) yield travel time distribution scenarios. Not all of these underlying control factors of advection variability are equally or similarly important in determining relevant travel time distribution scenarios in different catchments. The individual effects of different control factors may further have similar, overlapping effects on the resulting travel time distributions. For instance, fine-resolved variability in local topographic slopes can be translated into a scenario of high hydraulic gradient variability as done by Darracq et al. (2010a) , yielding similarly large spreading of travel times as does the present scenario 2 with fine-resolved K variability but coarser (subcatchment-wise) hydraulic gradient resolution.
Our results also demonstrate how geographic mapping of advective travel times to a sensitive recipient from all potential pollutant and nutrient input locations within a catchment can be used to identify hotspot areas with large potential mass loading to the recipient, and their opposite, areas with the potentially lowest loading within a catchment. Such substance-independent calculations and mapping of advective travel times can thus be useful for at least approximate predictive identification of the parts of a catchment area where pollutant and nutrient releases are most and least likely to contribute much to pollution or eutrophication of downstream water systems, and where environmental protection/remediation measures may be most and least needed and effective. Maps of advective travel times and mass delivery to a recipient from different parts of a catchment are also relevant for the assessment of the risk of pollution or eutrophication from multiple local sources and from diffuse sources that are spatially variable.
